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Juno - 78%

Juno is an open source platform for interoperable smart contracts which automatically execute,

control or document a procedure of events and actions according to the terms of the contract or

agreement to be valid and usable across multiple sovereign networks. Juno is a sovereign public

blockchain in the Cosmos ecosystem. It aims to provide a sandbox environment for the deployment

of such interoperable smart contracts.

The network serves as a decentralized, permissionless, and censorship resistant zone for developers

to efficiently and securely launch application specific smart contracts. Developers can leverage

proven frameworks and compile code in various languages, like Rust & Go with the potential future

addition of C and C++. Battle-tested contract modules such as CosmWasm will allow for

decentralized applications to be compiled as robust and secure multi-chain smart contracts. EVM

support and additional specialized modules could potentially be added after genesis, subject to

on-chain governance.

Juno originates from a community driven initiative, prompted by developers, validators and delegators

in the Cosmos ecosystem. The common vision is to preserve the neutrality, performance, and

reliability of the Cosmos Hub. This is achieved by offloading smart contract deployment to a

dedicated sister Hub. Juno plans to make an early connection to the Cosmos Hub enabling IBC

transfers, cross-chain smart contracts and shared security.

A decentralized launch of the Juno main-net was enabled by a large set of independent validators

from across the blockchain space. $JUNO, the native asset, has many functions like securing the

Juno Hub and serving as a work token to give access to on-chain governance voting rights and to



provide utility in the deployment and execution of smart contracts. The Juno blockchain is built using

the Cosmos SDK and based on two major principles: Modularity and capabilities-based security.

Agreement on the network is reached via Tendermint BFT consensus.

seed investment price N/A

current price $16.86

current market cap $643M

projects in the ecosystem

Archway - 73%

Archway is an incentivized smart contract platform that rewards developers — ushering in next gen

dApps. The protocol gives developers the tools to easily build and launch scalable cross-chain dApps,

and get rewarded for the value they contribute to the network. The overarching goal of Archway is to

foster an array of diverse and sustainable applications by empowering and rewarding developers that

build on the network with baked in incentives and rewards.

The internet helped to democratize access to information, but it hasn’t fully democratized access to

capital and value. Entrepreneurs and developers around the world lack access to the same

opportunities as their counterparts in more developed nations. Archway aims to level the playing field.

Built into the protocol itself, Archway rewards developers based on the value and impact of their dApp,

rather than their close association or connections to capital. Unlike existing Web 2.0 platforms or



early versions of Web3 layer 1s, where tokens are mostly concentrated in the hands of the first few

early participants, Archway is designed to be shared across all contributors and stakeholders. The

entrepreneurs and developers who are building on Archway get a true stake in the growth and

governance of the protocol itself.

We’re now living in a multichain world, and interoperability is slowly becoming an absolute must. Built

on Cosmos, Archway natively integrates Inter-Blockchain Communication protocol (IBC), allowing

users to exchange assets and data with other Cosmos-enabled chains. The Cosmos universe is vast

and growing rapidly, with 250+ projects built atop and more than $120B in assets at the end of 2021.

Archway aims to help on-ramp to this ecosystem. Archway gives developers a simple way to build and

launch scalable cross-chain dApps, and get rewarded for the value they contribute to the network. The

protocol is designed for flexible smart contract development and easy deployment to Cosmos (and

the Interchain), enabling dApps to reach a high number of users. With its innovative and inclusive

rewards model, success is shared directly with developers. As dApps generate usage, they earn a

proportional share of network rewards and can allocate them in whatever way they feel benefits their

ecosystem.

seed investment price N/A

current price N/A

current market cap N/A

projects in the ecosystem


